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Positronic President Named Manufacturing Executive of the Year
at the 5th Annual Made in Missouri Leadership Awards

7 November 2019
Positronic, a global manufacturer of high reliability electronic connector products based in Springfield,
Missouri, USA, is pleased to announce Greg Rocque, President of Positronic, was named
Manufacturing Executive of the Year by the Missouri Association of Manufacturers (MAM) at the 5th
Annual Made in Missouri Leadership Awards & Appreciation Event.
Mr. Rocque was recognized for his effective leadership, execution of strategy, and measurable results
for Positronic. His results-driven leadership has allowed Positronic to meet significant financial
objectives in the past year, he has inspired the company to implement Lean manufacturing in order to
remove “waste” and improve productivity, and he has driven operational efficiencies in cost savings and
supplier relationships.
John Gentry, CEO of Positronic shared, “While Greg was humbled to receive this award, it is not
surprising when you consider his experience in leadership and the encouragement he gives our
employees across the organization to achieve strategic goals, which result in business growth.”
The Made in Missouri Leadership Award for Manufacturing Executive of the Year was based on
measurable results, execution of the business strategy, effective leadership, business metrics, culture,
teamwork and competitiveness in the marketplace. The award was developed to honor individual
leaders that are shaping the future of manufacturing.
About Positronic:
Founded in 1966, Positronic is a global manufacturer of high reliability electronic connectors known for
distinctive core capabilities, including solid machined contacts with low resistance/high conductivity for
use in standard and quick--turn custom connectors. Key products include high power, D-sub,
rectangular, modular and circular connectors. Customized solutions are available as well. Positronic is
known globally for the unique ability to quickly modify existing designs or create new products to meet
application-specific needs. Visit http://www.connectpositronic.com for more details.
About the Missouri Association of Manufacturers
The Missouri Association of Manufacturers mission is to represent the economic, political, educational,
and social interests of Missouri manufacturers and their employees, while promoting the betterment of

the local economy and the environment, as a unified group, as well as the well-being of the
manufacturing industry in Missouri. Learn more at www.missourimanufacturers.org.

